PANTAN-PAK®
protective produce trays

Pregis understands that the skin character of fruits and vegetables makes a difference in the packaging needed to protect it. That’s why we manufacture specially designed packaging to help you deliver field fresh produce.

Panta-Pak trays

Panta-Pak trays help immobilize produce from peaches and pears to tomatoes in an attractive display-ready package. As an ideal produce merchandiser, the color varieties of the Panta-Pak tray line enhance the appeal of your produce.

Panta-Pak produce trays plastic trays are available in a wide range of shapes, sizes and colors to fit stone fruits and soft skinned vegetables.

Fresh produce types:

- Apples
- Avocados
- Citrus
- Kiwi
- Peaches
- Pears
- Plums
- Tomatoes

The right combination of packaging can help maintain the quality and integrity of fresh produce.

In addition to Panta-pak trays, Pregis offers an expansive line of protective packaging that can be used in combination for produce packaging needs:

- Polypropylene and polyethylene foam interleaving or liner sheets to guard against abrasion and bruising
- Bubble cushioning and air pillows top padding to reduce damage during transportation
- Absorbent tissue pads to help collect moisture and juices
- Foam mesh sleeves for protecting the most delicate of fruits like Asian pears

Connect with your account manager for a more customized solution, and to learn more about our products and capabilities today!
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